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FROM U-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS:
TRANSFORMATIONS, COVERS AND PARSING O

by Anton NIJHOLT (X)

Communicated by W. BRAUER

Abstract. — In this paper it is shown that it is possible to transform any LL-regular grammar G
into an LL{\) grammar G' in such a way that parsing G' is as good as parsing G. That ist a par se
of a sentence of grammar G can be obtained with a simple string homomorphism from the parse of
a corresponding sentence of G'. Since any LL (k) grammar is an LL-regular grammar the results
which are obtained are valid for LL (k) grammars as well. The relation between LL-regular and
LL(1) grammars is expressed by means of a generalized version of the well-known cover relation
between two context-free grammars.

*
Resumé. — On montre que toute grammaire LL-régulière G peut se transformer en une

grammaire LL (1) G' de telle sorte que Vanalyse de G' soit équivalente à celle de G, en ce sens qu'une
dérivation d'un mot selon G soit image homomorphe de la dérivation du mot correspondant selon G'
. Comme toute grammaire LL{k) est LL-régulière, nos résultats valent aussi bien pour les
grammaires LL(k). La relation entre grammaires LL-régulières et LL(1) s'exprime au moyen d'une
généralisation de la relation classique de couverture entre deux grammaires algébriques (context-
free).

1. INTRODUCTION

The class of LL(k) grammars has extensively been studied. See Wood [12]
for a bibliography and a survey of the area of top-down parsing. Since LL(k)
and especially LL(1) grammars require a relatively simple parsing method
many auttiors have tried to generalize the définition of LL (k) grammars in
such a way that the generalized class of grammars has the property that each
of its grammars can be transformed to an LL(k) grammar. See Nijholt [8]
(Chapter 12), where a survey is given of définitions of grammars which can be
transformed to LL (k) grammars.

(*) Received July 1980, revised June 1981.
l1) Department of Computer Science, Twente University of Technology, Enschede, The

Netherlands.
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A. NIJHOLT

Parsing methods for LL (k) grammars use a fixed amount k of look-ahead
of the input string to décide at each moment which production has been used
in the génération of the input string which is under considération. Instead of
using this concept of finite look-ahead it is also possible to use "regular"
look-ahead. That is, if we divide the set of possible input strings into regular
disjoint subsets, then the next production in the génération of the input string
is determined by recognizing the regular subset to which the look-ahead string
(of unbounded length) belongs. In this way we obtain an other generalization
of the class of LL (k) grammars, the class of LL-regular or LL (n) grammars.
Hère n dénotes the set of regular and disjoint subsets of the set of possible
input strings. In Jarzabek and Krawczyk [5], Nijholt [6, 7, 9] and Poplawski
[10, 11] this class of grammars has been studied.

In the present paper we are concerned with the construction of an LL{\)
grammar G' from an LL-regular grammer G, in such a way that parsing G'
is "as good" as parsing G. This notion of "as good" will be formalized by using
the concept of the grammatical cover. In Gray and Harrison [2] the concept
of cover has been systematically introduced. Here we use a more gênerai
définition which we take from Nijholt [8]. Since, in contrast to the définition of
Gray and Harrison, we have the possibility that grammars which generate
different languages can cover each other, we use two homomorphisms in the
cover définition. The first homomorphism maps sentences of G' into sentences
of G. The second homomorphism maps the parses of a sentence of G' into the
parses of the corresponding sentence of G.

Since we are able to transform each LL-regular grammar G into an LL(1)
grammar G' which covers G, it is possible, by studying G', to obtain results
which give us information on the parsing of G without being obliged to
consider a parsing method for G. The aim of this paper is to study grammar
G' and its relation to the original LL-regular grammar G. This will be done
in section 2. This section is concluded with some preliminary définitions and
notation. The paper is concluded with a few remarks on the parsing problem
for LL-regular grammars.

Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with Aho and Ullman [1]. For
notational reasons we review some concepts.

A context-free grammar (CFG for short) is denoted by the four-tuple
G = (N, X, P, S), where N consists of the nonterminal symbols (denoted by the
Roman capitals A9B9C, . . .,S); E consists of the terminal symbols (denoted
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FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS 389

by the Roman smalls a,b,c and d); JVnE = Ç) (the empty set); Nu E is
denoted by F (éléments of V will be denoted by X, Y and Z; éléments of F*
will be denoted by a, P, y, S? e and to). The éléments of S* will be denoted by
x, y, z, w and e. The set F of productions is a subset of iV x F* (notation 4̂ -• oc
if (X, a) e F) and S eN is called the start symbol of the grammar. If A -> <x is
in F, then A is called the lefthand side and a is called the righthand side of this
production.

We have the usual notation =>, => and => for dérivations, leftmost dérivations
L R

and righmost dérivations, respectively. The superscripts + and * will be used
to dénote the transitive and the reflexive-transitive closures of these relations.

For some a, p, y in F* we use the notation ocy => py to dénote that in the

spécifie dérivation ay => Py which is considered the displayed string y is not
L

rewritten.

We will identify a production in P by a unique number i by writing L
A -> a. The set of these production identifiers of a CFG G will be denoted by
AG. If 5~pip2 . . . /?„ is a séquence of production identifiers, then:

represents a leftmost dérivation from a to P using in séquence the productions
PuPl, - • .,Pn-

The set:

is called the left parse relation of CFG G = (N, Z, F, S). If (w, ô)e/G> then ô is
said to be a /e/t parse of w (with respect to G). For any string a e F* define:

The language of a CFG G, denoted by L (G), is the set L (S), where 5 eN is the
start symbol of the grammar. A CFG G is said to be unambiguous if for any
weL(G) there is exactly one element (w, S)elG.

For any string a 6 F* we u$e a* to dénote the reverse of a. If a G F* then
I a I dénotes the length of a. The ^ymbol e is reserved to dénote the empty string,
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390 A. NIJHOLT

that is, the string with length zero. For any aeV* and non-negative integer k
we use k : a to dénote the prefix of a with length k if | a | ̂  k and otherwise
k : oe dénotes a. We use N(OL) to dénote the number of occurrences of
nonterminal symbols in a string aeK*. For any non-negative integer k and
for any a e F* we defme:

* ( ) { | , a n d k:w =

Moreover, for any A e N we define:

If Qi and Q2 are sets, then Ö i - 0 2 = {*|xeöi and x£Q2}- The empty set
is denoted by Ç).

DÉFINITION 1.1: A CFG G = (N, X, P, S) is said to be regular if
Pç JVx( Iu iVS) or if Pç7Vx(ZuS JV). A set L ç l * is said to be regular
if there exists a regular grammar G such that L(G) — L or if L = {e}.

DÉFINITION 1. 2: Let K = (Bu B2, . . ., Bn} dénote a partition of E*, where £
is a finite set, into a finite number of n disjoint sets Bt. The éléments of a
partition are called blocks. Partition n is said to be a regular partition of S*
if all the sets B( are regular. If two strings x and y belong to the same block
Bh then we write x=j>(mod n). The partition n is said to be a left congruence
(right congruence) if for any strings x,y and z in S*, x=j>(mod TT) implies
zx = zy (mod TC) (xz=j;z(mod TC)).

A partition n' = {B'uB'2, . . . ,£„} is a refinement of the partition
7i = { #i, #2> • • • > #n } if each f?; of n is the union of some of the blocks of n'
It is well-known that every regular partition of Z* has a refinement of finite
index which is both a left and a right congruence (which we call a congruence
for short) (see Hopcroft and Ullman [4]).

Now we are sufficiently prepared to present the définition of LL-regular
grammars.

DÉFINITION 1.3: Let n = {BuB2, . • .,£„} be a regular partition of X*. A
CFG G = (N, Z, P, S) is said to be an LL(n) grammar if for each w ^ j e l * ;
a, y, 5 G K* and AeN, the conditions:

(i) S => w A a => w ya => wx;
L L L

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Informaties



FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS 391

* *
(ii) S=>WAOL=>W6OL=> wy;

L L L

(iii) x=y (mod n),

always imply that y = 5.
A CFG will be called LL-regular if it is LL (n) for some regular partition n.

A grammar G = (JV, E, P, S) is said to be LL (fc), where fc is a non-negative
integer, if G is LL (nk) for the regular partition:

7tfc = {{u} |uel* and |u|<fc} u {{uw\ w e l * } \ueHk},

Here X* dénotes the fc-times Cartesian product of E with itself. Clearly, this
définition coincides with the usual définition of an LL (fc) grammar (see e. g.
Aho and Ullman [1]). Notice that if fc = 1 then:

and the condition x=y (mod nk) in Définition 1.3 amounts to the condition
1 : x=\ : y.

In the forthcoming sections it is assumed that the grammars under
considération are reduced, that is, for each XeV there exists a dérivation

S =>axp=> w, for some a, Pe F* and wel*.
The following définition of a cover homomorphism is taken from Nijholt [8],

However, here we restrict ourselves to left parses and left parse relations.

DÉFINITION 1.4: Let G' = (N\ X', P', S') and G = (N9 Z, P, 5) be two CFG's.
Let /' be a subset of lG,. A partial cover homomorphism gv : ZG' -> /GÎS defined
by two homomorphims cp : E'* -• E* and \|/ : Ag' -> Ag such that the
following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) if (w, 5) e I', then (cp (w), \|/ (5)) e ZG;
(ii) for any (w, 5) e /G there exists (w\ 5') e V such that (cp(w'), x|/ (S')) = (w, 8).
We say that gv = < cp, \|/ > is a rota/ cover homomorphism, or simply a cover

homomorphism, whenever l' = lG>. In that case we omit index Z' from gv, If
(w, 5)e/', then gi>(w> ô) dénotes (cp(vv), \l/(5)).

We now can describe various properties of (partial) cover homomorphisms.

DÉFINITION 1.5: A partial cover homomorphism gv : lG, -> lG is said to be
injective if for any (wi, §i)el' and (w2, 52)6/', if g(/(wl5 6 i )=^(w 2 , 82), then
(wi, 8i) = (w2, S2).
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A. NIJHOLT

DÉFINITION 1.6: A partial cover homomorphism gv : lG, -* lG is said to be
properly injective if for any (wl3 ô1)e/ / and (vv2, 82)e/'.

(i) 9 (wi) = cp(w2 implies Wi = w2, and,
(ii) x]/(5i)=\|/(82) implies Si=82,
Notice that if a partial cover homomorphism is properly injective then it is

injective. Moreover, if a grammar G is unambiguous then gv is injective
implies that gv is properly injective. We will deal only with unambiguous
grammars. In this paper a (properly) injective (partial) cover homomorphism
will be called faithful

2. FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL(1) GRAMMARS

We now start the preliminaries to transform an LL-regular grammar to a
covering LL(1) grammar. The transformation makes use of part of the
construction of a "parsing table" for LL-regular grammars. We use a modified
version of the construction which was presented in Nijholt [7]. The following
définition is the key définition of this section.

DÉFINITION 2.1: Let G = (N, Z, P, S) be a CFG and let n = { Bu B2, . . . , Bn}

be a regular partition of S*. For any a e V* define:

With this définition we can characterize LL-regular grammars as follows.

LEMMA 2 .1: Let n be a regular partition of E* and let G = (N9 L, P, S) be a
CFG. Grammar G is LL(n) if and only if for each vveZ*, a, P, œeF*, AeN

and productions X -* a, A-+ P in P with a^p , if S =>WA<Ù then:
L

BLOCK (a©) n BLOCK (Pa>) = Ç).

Proof: Straightforward from the définitions. •
We recall (cf. Nijholt [7]) the définitions of the concaténation of blocks and

the concaténation of sets of blocks.

DÉFINITION 2.2: Concaténation of blocks. Let n — {BuB2, . . . ,£„} be a
regular partition of E*.

Define:
BinBj={Bk\Bkn(Bi.Bj)*<J)},

where Bt. Bj stands for the usual concaténation of sets of strings.

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théoriqtxë/Theoretical Informaties



FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS

The symbol D is also used to dénote concaténation of sets of blocks.

D É F I N I T I O N 2 . 3 : Concaténation of sets of blocks. L e t n~{BlyB2, . . .,Bn}
be a regular partition of 2*. Let Lu L2^n. Define:

LinL2 = {Bk\BkeBinBj,BieLl and BJEL2}.

LEMMA 2.2: Let G = (N, E, P, 5) be a CFG. Let n = {Bi9B29 . . .,B„} be a
regular partition of E* SMC/Ï that n is a congruence. Ifa, 0 e K*> t/zen:

BLOCK (otp) = BLOCK (a) D BLOCK (p).

Proof: See Nijholt [7]. D

LEMMA 2.3= Let G = (Ar, I , P, S) fce a CFG and fet TC = { B I , B 2 , . . .,£„}

be a regular partition of £*. /ƒ a, peF* and a^>P t/ien
BLOCK(p)=BLOCK(a).

Proof: Straight forward from the définition of BLOCK. •
Now let G = (N, L, P, 5) be a CFG and let K be a regular partition of L*

such that 7c is a congruence. Since any regular partition of 2* has a refinement
which is a congruence, this can be assumed without loss of generality. In what
f ollows we have a more detailed discussion on the construction of the so-called
LL (n) functions than was presented in Nijholt [7].

For any AeN and L g n such that L = BLOCK (œ) for some
œeFOLLOW(^4) we define a partial function TAL on n as f ollows: For any
B€K' TAtL(B) = (A - a, <LUL2, . . . , L m » ,

if A -> a is the (unique) production in P such that BLOCK (a) • L contains B.
We will show shortly that if G is LL(n) then this production is unique. If
a = x0Cxx1C2. . .Cmxm, where m = 0, each C, e AT and X^GS*, then:

and:
Lm - BLOCK (xm) DL.

LEMMA 2.4: Let G = (JV, Z, P, 5) fee an LL(n) grammar, where n is a
congruence. Let AeN and let. L^n such that L = BLOCK(œ) for some
Q)eFOLLOW(^4). For any Ben there is at most one element
(A - • a, < L1 ? L 2 , . . . , Lm » SMC/I
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394 A. NIJHOLT

Proof: If TA, L (S) = (A -> a, < L l f L2, . . . , Lm » then BLOCK(a) D L
contains B.

Since L = BLOCK (œ) for some œeFOLLOW(yl) it follows that there exists
a dérivation:

*
5 => vv A (û,

L

and a production 4̂ -> a such that:

B e BLOCK (oc) D L - BLOCK (a©).

(Notice that we assume that n is a congruence).

Suppose that there exists a production A -> p in P such that
£ G BLOCK (p) D L It follows that B G B L O C K ( P C O ) and from Lemma 2 .1
we must conclude that a = p. Notice that we can not have:

(A -> a, <LUL2, . . . , L m » # ( > i -> a, <Li,L'2, . . . , 1 4 »

since the sets Liy l^i^m are uniquely determined by a and L. Hence, the
lemma is satisfied. •

It follows that TA% L is well-defined if G is an LL-regular grammar. TAyL will
be called an LL(n) function. In the following algorithm the set of relevant
LL (n) functions is computed.

ALGORITHM 2 . 1 : The construction of LL{n) functions.

Input: an LL {n) grammar G = (JV, E, P, S), where n is a congruence.

Output: the set ST of LL (TI) functions for G.

Method:

(i) First construct To = Ts, BLOCK (e) and set F = { To}.

(ii) For each function T in 9~ and each B G n such that:

(X -+ xQClx1C2. . .Cmxm , <L l 5 L 2 , . . . , L m »

add to ̂ " the functions TCpLj, 1 ̂ ; ^ m , if TCj, Lj is not already in ^".

(iii) Repeat step (ii) until no new functions can be added to ^".

Clearly, since N and n are finite sets the algorithm terminâtes.

LEMMA 2 .5 : Le£ G = (N,%, P, S) be an LL (n) grammar, where n is a

congruence. Let 3~ be the set of LL (n) functions which is constructed with
Algorithm 2 . 1 . For any AeN and L^n, function TA,L is in 3~ if and only if
there exists a dérivation:

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Informaties



FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS 395

S => w A œ,
L

/or some wel*, œe F* amZ L = BLOCK (œ).
8

Proq/; Let S => w X o for some Ô e A<*. The proof is by induction on 181.

If 151 = 0, then A = S> <Ü = e and since Ts, BLOCK <«> is in 3~ we conclude that the
lemma is satisfied. Now assume that | 8 | = n and the lemma holds for the

s
dérivations of length less than n. For any dérivation S => w A œ there exist

L

«, ÜGI*, CeN, ai,a2, pe ^* and a production C -• a! A a2 in P such that
there exists a leftmost dérivation:

S=>wCP=>wai Aa2$ => w> Aa,2$ = w ̂  œ.
L L L

From the induction hypothesis we may conclude that there exists a set L ' Ç Ï Ï

and a function TCjI/ in 3~ with L'= BLOCK (P). Since:

BLOCK (ai A a2) G L ' = BLOCK (o^ ^ a2 p) ̂  Ç),

there exists Ben such that:

Tct L' (B) = (C -> &i A 0L2, (Lu . . . , LN(Œl), LN (Œl ^ . . . , LN ( a i ,4 a2) » ,

where:

LN (8l A) = BLOCK(ot2) D L' = BLOCK(a2 P).

It follows from step (ii) of Algorithm 2.1 that a function Tx, L has been added
to 5 \ with:

L = L^ (ai A) = BLOCK (a2 P) = BLOCK (a>),

which had to be proved.
If TAtLe$~ then we can use a straightforward induction on the order in

which the LL (n) f unctions are introduced in Algorithm 2.1 in order to prove

that there exists a dérivation S => wA®, with L = BLOCK (©). This concludes
L

the proof of Lemma 2.5 . •
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396 A. NIJHOLT

At this point we introducé a restriction on the set of productions which does
not affect the generality of our observations. We assume that LL (n) grammar
G = (N, X, P, S) is such that P ç N x (S u {e}) N*. This "normal form" can be
obtained as follows. Consider a production i. A -+ a a P in P with a ^ e. We
can replace this production by the productions:

Ï.A - ap,

ï'.Ha - a.

In this way a grammar G' = (N', E, P', S) is obtained with N' = N\j{Ha} and
P' = (P-{i4 -• a a p } ) u { i 4 -* ai/ f lp, Jfa -> a}. It is not difficult to see that
G' is also LL(n) (for the same regular partition 71). Moreover, there exists a
cover homomorphism (cf. Définition 1.4) g : lG, -> ZG, where <p : S* -• X* is
the identity homomorphism and \|/ : Àg, -> Agis defined by y\f(k) = k for each
production keAG, ty(i') = i and \|/(i") = £- This process can be repeated until
the normal form is obtained. Due to the transitivity of the cover relation it is
possible to define a faithful cover homomorphism between the grammar in
normal form and the original grammer. In the following algorithm the
grammar in normal form will be used as input grammar.

ALGORITHM 2. 2:

Input: an LL(n) grammar G = (N, S, P, S), where n = {B1,B2, . . ,,BB} is
a congruence and PçJVx(Eu{s}) JV*.

Output: an LL(1) grammar G' = (N', 2', P', S').
Method: first construct with Algorithm 2.1 the set $~ of relevant LL (71)

functions. The symbols which dénote these functions will be used as
nonterminal symbols for G'. That is N' = &~ and S' = Ts, BLOCK (6)- Furthermore,
E' = {[ai] | a e E and 1 ^ i ̂  n } and set P' is defined below. Initially, set P' = Ç).
For each TAfLe&~ and Bjen, if:

7^L(B;) = 04 - > a d C 2 . . .CIB><L1,L2, . . . ,L m » ,

then add:

to P'. Hère, a' = s if a = z and fl/ = [a/] if
The remainder of this section is devoted to the investigation of the properties

of the grammar G' which is obtained in Algorithm 2.2. We introducé two
hornomorphisms:

(i) 9 : 57* -* S*, where (p([ai]) = a for each [afleS', and,

R.A.I.R.O. Informatique théorique/Theoretical Informaties



FROM LL-REGULAR TO LL (1) GRAMMARS 397

(ii) \|/ : Ag, -> Ag where \|i(r) = z for each production:

i ' . 7 A , L -> fl' T C l , L i T C 2 , L a . . . TC m ï L m

in P ' which is obtained, with Algorithm 2.2} from a production
i.i4 -> a C i C 2 . . -Cm in P.

It will turn out to be convenient to extend the domain of cp from E'* to
(L' u AT')* by defining q>(TAtI)=A for each T4, L e N'. In the following lemmas
we will refer to the grammars G and G' which are mentioned in Algo-
rithm 2.2.

LEMMA 2.6: Let TAtLeN', 8'eA£< am* a ' e F ' * . / / T ^ L ^ a y in G', tfcen
L

ifL) =><P(«O in G, with 8 = v|/(50-

f: The proof is by induction on 18' |. If 18' | = 0 then TA,L = OL', 181 = 0
and cp(T/4iL) = (p(a/) — A. Now assume that the lemma is satisfied for all
dérivations with length less than n, n^O. 'We show that the lemma is also
satisfied for dérivations of length n. If 18' | = n, then we can factor the dérivation
into:

r ô"
A,L^a TcltLl Tc2,L2'" TCm,Lfn =>a ax a2 . . . cx^,

^ L

where:

rS" = S', 8"=8i8i. . .5^ a'eS'ufe}, a'aiai. . ,a^ = a' and
Ï" • TAt L -• a' TCif Lj Tc2, L2 • . . TC(B? Lm is the first production which is used in the
leftmost dérivation denoted by 8'. Since 18j | < n, 1 ̂ 7 ̂  m, there exist
dérivations:

where 6j = \|f(6J), l ^ j ^ m and there exists a production:
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398 A. NIJHOLT

Therefore we have a dérivation:

8

4=><p(oe'),
L

with 8 = v|/(S'), which had to be proved. •

An immédiate conséquence of this lemma is that if a' and P' are in V* and

a' X p' in G' then 9 (a') 4 cp(p') in G.
L L

LEMMA 2.7: Let AeN, aeV*, CÛGFOLLOW(^) and SeA£. îf A^ainG
L

Ô'

tnen t/zere exists a dérivation TAtL^><x' in G', with a ' e F ' * , ô'eAg' and

L = BLOCK(co) sucfc tfcat \|/(5/) = 5 and <P(OL') = <X.

Proof: The proof is by induction on | 8 | . If | 8 | = 0 then 8 = 8 and A = OL. It
follows from Lemma 2.5 that there exists TAtL in N' with L = BLOCK((o)

and there exists a dérivation TAi L => a' with a' = TAt L, cp (a') = a = A, 8' = e and
L

5

\|/ (8') = 8 = e. Now iet A => a in G with 5 = n. We assume that the lemma is
L

s
satisfied for dérivations with length less than n. Factor A=> a into:

L

A=>aCiC2 . . .

with:

1 ̂ 7 ^ m. We may again (Lemma 2. 5) assume the existence of a nonterminal
TAtL with L = B L O C K ( G > ) and there exists BGBLOCK(aCx C 2 . . . Cm ©)
such that:

C 2 . . .Cms <L l fL2 > . . . , L m » .

Therefore we have a production:
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with \|/(f/) = ï, cp(a') = a and:

L, = BLOCK(C 7 + 1 . . . C m ) D L = BLOCK(CJ + 1 . . . Cm G>).

From the induction hypothesis it follows that there exist dérivations:

with \|/ (o}) = 8j and <p (Y;) = Yj, 1 ̂ j ^ m.

Hence, there exists a dérivation:

• • lm and <p(a/)=« Y1Y2. . .Ym = oc.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 2. 7. •

Now we are sufficiently prepared to show that grammar G' covers
grammar G.

LEMMA 2 . 8 : Let G and G' be as in Algorithm 2 . 2 . There exists a cover

homomorphism g : IQ> -> IG-

Proof: If (w', S^eA-G' then it follows from Lemma 2 .6 that (cp(vv'),
\|/ (o')) e /G* Conversely, if (w, 5) e /G then it follows from Lemma 2. 7 that there
exists (w\ 5')eXG, such that (cp(vv'), \|/(8/)) = (w, 5). Therefore, g = < (p, \|/> is a
(total) cover homomorphism. •

We now want to show that G' of Algorithm 2. 2 is an LL(1) grammar. In
the following lemma we have a rather obvious but useful observation.

LEMMA 2,9: If S'^>w' TA,L<Ù' in G\ then L = BLOCK((p(co/)).
L '

Ô

Proo/: Consider a dérivation SC=> w' TAtL(ù' in G'. The proof of the lemma
L

i sby induction on | 5 | . If | S | = 0, then w /=© / = e, TAtL=TStBLOCK(t) and we
have indeed that L = BLOCK(9 (o/)) = BLOCK (e). Now consider a dérivation

S'=>W'T^L00' with | 6 | = n. Assume the lemma is satisfied for dérivations
L
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with length less than n. We can factor the dérivation into:

for some u', y'eS'*, Tc,L<eN' and ot', p', y ' eF* .

From the induction hypothesis it follows that L' = BLOCK (cp(y')). From
the construction of G' it follows that L = BLOCK (cp(P')) HL'. That is,
L = BLOCK((p(P'y')) = BLOCK(cp(cD/)), which had to be proved. •

LEMMA 2.10: Let w'eS'*, TAtLeN', ot, ©'e F'* anrf TAjL->a' m P'

m G'. If [ai] e FIRSTx (a'©') tto?n

Proof: We distinguish between two cases. First assume that [ai] = 1 : oc' œ'.
Notice that due to the normal form of the grammar we can not have ot7 = e and
[ai] = 1 : CD'. Therefore, production 7^, L -• ot' is of the form T^ L ^ [ai] a" for
some a e F'*. From the construction of P' it follows that B,-eBLOCK
(<P (ex')) • -L- Since L = BLOCK (cp (©')) (see Lemma 2.9) we have
that JBlEBLOCK(cp(a/œ/)). Now consider the case that 1 : a'co' is a non-
terminal symbol. Then there exists a dérivation:

a'©'^TC.L'©"=>[<«] y'©",
L L

where TCL, -> [ai] y' is a production in P' and a>", y'G F'*. It follows from
the construction of P' that B,-€ BLOCK (<p ([ai] y')) DL' and since L'
= BLOCK (<p(©")) (see Lemma 2.9) we have that B-G BLOCK

(9(N]y/co//)). Since oc'©'=> [a*] y'<o" we have also (cf. the remark which

follows Lemma 2.6) (p(a'co') ^ (pCN] /»" ) and from Lemma 2.3 it follows
L

that BLOCK (q> ([ai] y'œ"))çBLOCK((p(a'©')). Since Bt e BLOCK
(^([aïly'û)")) it follows that J3iGBLOCK((p(a'o)')), which had to be
proved. •

LEMMA 2.11: Let G' be the CFG which is obtained in Algorithm 2.2.
Grammar G' is LL(1).
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Proof: For any dérivation S'=>w'T^L©' in G' with w'eE'*, ©'e F '* and
L

TAyLsN\ we have to show that if TAtL^>a' and T^L -• P' are in P' then
FIRSTi (a' ©0 n FIRSTt (P' ©0 ̂  Ç) implies a' = P'. Suppose that
[ai]GFIRSTi(a'©7)n FIRST! (p©0. Then there exists B£eïç (the regular
partition of input grammar G) such that Bt e BLOCK (cp (oc' ©0) and
BfeBLOCK(<p(P'©0) (cf Lemma 2.10). Since L = BLOCK (<p(©0) we have
also SieBLOCK(<p(aO)DL and B£eBLOCK(<p(P0) DL. From the cons-
truction of F it follows that:

(A - q>(aO, <Ll9L2> . . . , L m »

and:

(>1 - q>(PO> <Li,L'2, . . . , L ^ » -

Since G is LL(n) we must conclude that <p(aO = <p(PO a n d

<Li,L2, . . . , L » > = <Li ,L ' 2 , . . . ,L^>

It follows that a' = P' which had to be proved. D
We mention in passing that although the above obtained results may clarify

the properties of LL-regular grammars, we do not need them to be able to
parse LL-regular languages. The parsing method which is in Nijholt [7] is,
after a "regular pre-scan" on the input string has been performed, an LL(1)
parsing method. In fact, L (G'), where G' is obtained with Algorithm 2.2, is
a superset of the set of strings which are obtained with this regular pres-can.
In view of these remarks we will further investigate G' and cover
homomorphism g = < <p, \|/ >. See Section 3 for further details on the parsing
of LL-regular languages.

Unfortunately, cover homomorphism g : 1& -> lG for which G' covers G (cf.
Lemma 2. 9) is not a faithful cover homomorphism. That is, it is possible that
for some (wu ôi) and (vv2, ô2) in lG, with (wu §i)#(w2, J52), the homomor-
phisms cp and \|/ are such that (cp(vvi), v|/(ôi)) = (cp(w2> ^(82)). However, there
exists a natural subset of \G* such that the restriction of g = < 9, \|/ > to this
subset is properly injective. In what follows we shall characterize this subset.
The following lemma is necessary.

LEMMA 2.12: Let 5' => w' TAf L G/. For each v'eL (o/), if we have a dérivation
L

TAIL=>U' then there exists a string u"e£'*, with u" = s or:
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for sortie p^l, which satisfies TAtL=> u", q> (u") = cp (w') and

<P([ajij]. . -[apiplv^eBi., 1 £ƒ£/>.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the length of the dérivation

TAtL=>u'. If this length is 1 then u' = e, in which case the lemma is
trivially satisfied, or u' = [ai k] for some [ai /c]e2'. In the latter case, consider
a string ï/eL(a>') and suppose that (p([a1k]v/)sBil where Bil is a block of
regular partition n. It follows (cf. Lemma 2.3) that
Bix e BLOCK (cp ( ^ k] œ')) = BLOCK (at) D L. From the construction of F in
Algorithm2.2 it follows that TAtL -• [ai ii] is in P'. Therefore, with u"
= [at 1*1] we have that cp(w//) = cp(w/) = ai and cp([ai ix] v') is in Bti, which had
to be proved.

Now consider the case that the length of the dérivation is greater than 1. If
M' = e then the lemma is trivially satisfied. Assume |w'|>0. We can factor the

dérivation T4) L => u' into:

TAtL=>a' r C i > L i Tc2tLl . . . T C m , L m 4 a ' w i u'2 . . . u'm.

Now consider a string v' eL (G/). We can write:

S '^vv 'a 'u ' i • . . Mi-i TCktLk... TCmtLm<ù'9

with TCk, Lk => «jt, 1 ̂  /c ̂  m. Hence, for uiV 1 . . . M„ Ü' in
L(TCk+itLk+! > • • Tc^^©')» where k descends from k = m — 1 until fe = l, we
can obtain by using the induction hypothesis a string w^such that «£' satisfies
the lemma. If a' = e then we are done. Otherwise, if ty(af u'{u'i. . , uüu') is in
Bfl, then JBlleBLOCK(q>(a/wi/W2 • • • «mf')) a nd5 because of Lemma 2. 3,

Ca' TCl iL l . . . ^ L . © ' ) )

= BLOCK(cp(a/TCl)Ll. . .

From the construction of P' it follows that:

TA,L -* [fliîi] Tc 1 > L l . •

is a production in P\ Hence,
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and a' ui' u'2'. . . u ü satisfies the lemma. This concludes the induction proof. •

LEMMA 2.13: Let G and G' be as in Aigorithm 2.2. For each string ueL{G)
there exists a string u'eL(G') such that cp(u') = w, and if:

then:

q> ([üj ij]. . . [am im]) G fl*., 1 g j ^ m.

Proof: If u e L (G), then there exists (c/ Lemma 2.7) a dérivation

7s,BLocK(ej => w' in G', such that (p(w/) = w. From Lemma 2.12 it follows (with
TAt L = Ts, BLocK (e) and w' = a>' = s) that we can choose u' in such a way that the
lemma is satisfied. •

From Lemma 2.13 we may now conclude the existence of a subset Ln of
L(G') which is defined as follows:

for some m ^ l , and:

and we can define:

Notice, that if (wi, ôi)e/n and (w ,̂ Ô2)G/n, then vvi#vt4 implies
cp (wi) ̂  <p (w'2). Grammer G' is an LL (1) grammar. Therefore G' is
unambiguous and we can conclude that gln : lG, -> /G is a faithful (partial)
cover homomorphism. Here, as bef ore, g is defined by the homomorphisms q>
and \|/ which were introduced immediately following Aigorithm 2. 2.

3. ON THE PARSING OF LL-REGULAR GRAMMARS

In Nijholt [7] and Poplawski [11] LL (l)-type parsing methods for LL-
regular grammars have been developed. The first step of such a parsing method
consists of a pre-scan of a potential sentence with a generalized sequential
machine. Then an LL(1) table driven parser can be used. That is, suppose we
have an LL-regular grammar G with a regular partition n. The pre-scan
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performed on the sentences of G yields the set of strings Ln, which is defined
immediately after the proof of Lemma 2.13. Then, for Ln it is possible to use
an LL(1) table driven parser. This means that there exists a practical parsing
method for LL-regular grammars.

However, from a more theoretical point of view several questions remain.
For example, is the set Ln an LL (1) language ? Does there exist a transformation
from G an LL(1) grammar Gn such that L(Gn) = Lnl Moreover, there exists a
theory of grammatical covers. In this theory we often consider transformations
between grammars which give rise to a simple relation between the parses of
the sentences of the grammars. Therefore, parsing with respect to the newly
obtained grammar is "as good" as parsing with respect to the original
grammar. In [7, 9] we have the situation that instead of an LL-regular parsing
method we use, by changing the language, an LL(1) parsing method. Now it
is interesting to investigate how in this case we can use the cover formalism
in order to describe the relations between the sentences and the parses of the
original LL-regular grammar G and the strings and parses wich are dealt
with by the LL(1) parsing method. Hence, what is the relation, in terms of
grammatical covers, between the LL(l)-type parser for Ln and the original
grammar G and the language L (G) ? This relation has been studied in detail
in Section 2. It should be mentioned that there exists a simple construction
which for any context-free grammar G and sequential machine yields a
context-free grammar for the intersection of the context-free language L (G)
and the regular set which is defined by the sequential machine.

Unfortunately, this construction does not necessarily yield an LL(1)
grammar if it is applied to an LL-regular grammar and the (generalized)
sequential machine which performs the pre-scan. In Nijholt [9] some
counter-examples can be found.

Now, what we have shown in the previous section is that we are able to give
an algorithm which transforms an LL-regular grammar G into an LL(1)
grammar G' and, moreover, we are able to describe the relation between G
and G' with a cover-homomorphism. In order to give a complete description
of the relations between G and G' and between L (G), L (G') and L„, we have
to use the gênerai framework for grammatical covers as it has been developed
in [8]. The results of this paper are illustrated with Figure 1.

In Figure 1 we have the situation where LL (n) grammar G is transformed
into an LL(1) grammar G'. Each sentence w' of L(G') can be parsed with an
LL(1) parsing method for grammar G'. The parse 5' can be mapped on the
corresponding parse v|/(5') of (p(w').
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G, LL(Tr) Algorithm2.2 ^ ^ L L ( J )

LL(1) parsing
method

Figure 1. — Covers for LL-regular grammars.

Obviously, if we start with a potential sentence w of grammar G we need to
have a device which converts w into w' bef ore we can start parsing. Analogous
to what has been done in [7] we can perform a regular pre-scan of w with a
generalized sequential machine which reads w from right to left. This machine
attaches to each symbol of w the index of the block of the partition n to which
the string read so far, belongs. That is, we obtain the éléments of the set Ln

which has been defined above. Therefore it should be noted that the results of
this paper are not to be understood as a new parsing method for LL-regular
grammars but as an attempt to understand and to describe the relation
between the original LL-regular grammar and the LL(l)-type parsing method
which can be used.
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